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Abstract 

The main challenges of urban are maintaining biodiversity, healthy environments, 

and climate adapting changes. Available Brownfield creates an unnecessary roof for 

bacteria, viruses, fungus, etc. The regeneration of this kind of field is possibly 

severe. This paper deals with one of the considerably large areas in Srivilliputtur, 

which is in India, Tamil Nadu, Virudhunagar District, and it is fully covered with 

Brownfield. This paper suggested the potential benefits of regenerate the Brownfield. 

These benefits are concluded with the help of the public survey, literature survey, 

climatic condition, footfall of tourists, detailed estimation of payback period, the 

usage of proposing regenerate ecosystems, life cycle cost, etc. The research work's 

outcome is around 30,000sqm Brownfield is regenerate to potential trade-offs of 

land-use changes in Srivilliputtur environments. Also, that, this proposed ecosystem 

is influenced in the Srivilliputtur town economic system. This work ends with a 

conclusion of a possible way to execute these suggestions in urban areas. 

 

Keywords: brown field, claim model, payback period, Future value, Eco-friendly 

system. 
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1 Introduction 
 

City and us of a planning are that the management of development and 

land use throughout a neighbourhood [1][3]. It resolves how urban 

communities develop via allowing private regions and distributing land for 

outlets, resources and businesses [8]. Arranging further improvements in 

urban areas by controlling the varieties of progress which are proper in all 

places like roads and parks. [8][12][5]. Location of land, and balancing the 

present improvement and use of land to recognize specified consequences 

[1].The initial target in designing is to arrange  the event which takes vicinity 

is same with the necessities, person, amenity and town, place or nation 

[8].The next aim  is to make sure every metropolis; area or then again 

country satisfies present needs for land and holds the electricity to manage 

for future. City and u. s. planning is named because it's controlled both in 

developed territories and in 'lacking' rural [5][8]. Making plans works by 

means of predicting and managing the varied influences of every 

development. It incorporates sorting out all social, monetary and natural 

impacts of an area and surveying whether a proposed improvement will 

effect on these positively or negatively. [7]. Considerations of effect envelop 

likely results on general health, security and convenience; on home grown 

conditions and constructions; nearby streets and traffic; and on people and 

presence [5]. 

1.1 Benefits of Planning 
  

In short, metropolis making plans is critical as it protects the majority 

hobby and considers lengthy- time period stability. The regulation of 

improvement ensures it would not negatively affect others or lessen the 

capacity of the land [1]. Leading state of affairs in diverse styles of 

improvement (for example, placing residential areas on the point of stores 

and places of work, however now not too on the brink of industry land, 

making sure land is about apart for faculties, parks and church buildings), 

making plans contributes to putting collectively communities [6][8]. As well, 

because town planning is administered over an out-sized region, it guarantees 

enough land is appropriate for every motive over the town area, location [1] 

[3]. Arranging requisites, and determinations around planning packages, look 

to adjust the necessities of every turn of events with the requirements of 

wider network [12]. 

 

1.2. Promotes Security 
 

Town organizers generally need to consider dangers like tempest floods 

and floods when arranging assets inside a town. Extraordinary climate or 

different types of crises like fire should be considered to make clearing 

courses inside the town [1][9]. These are generally subtle and modest and 

more peoples consider them as objective precautions for any town. By 

anticipating wellbeing measures like safe houses and levees, town arranging 

assists with expanding the security and wellbeing of the population [8][10]. 
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1.3. Increases Attractiveness 

 

Urban communities are likewise arranged by thinking about the style. 

Organizers improve the town's engaging quality through applying different 

tools like development the board and drafting to oversee land use [1][4]. 

Generally, a large portion of the towns currently seen on the grounds that the 

most captivating are the after effect of dependable land frameworks of 

direction and disallowances about utilizations, highlights and building sizes 

[12]. 

 

1.4. Prevents Slum Development 
 

Rapid urbanization has brought about the arrangement of slums in significant 

urban communities everywhere on the world, particularly in non-industrial 

countries [5]. Town arranging methodologies are vital as they help to prevent 

the improvement of slums In such situations, less expensive lodging 

alternatives might be given to forestall the need to make slum [5][8]. 

1.5. Promotes Renewal 
 

Town arranging likewise advances reestablishment and recreation. This 

is clear in urban communities devasted by fire or war. Organizers can intend 

to revive essential framework like water, sewerage and force. Social and non-

secular focuses likewise can be protected inside the metropolitan zone plan 

[11][13]. 

1.6. Implications of Planning 

 Landowners and lessees are needed to permission when a substitution 

improvement or development is proposed. An arranging application might be 

a request to significant position to chase to utilize a chose land parcel for a 

particular use [2] [6]. Under the city arranging Act and Subdivision of Land 

Act, an arranging application should be gotten and approved by the 

specialists before the beginning on any land in Fiji of: 

 Building, modifying or changing any building;  

 widening or Forming of any street  

 Earthworks adjusting the level of land;  

 Destruction of significant vegetation 

 Subdividing of any land 

 Materially unique utilization of land or building. 

2 Literature Review 
 

The public authority is an important part in the Brownfield 

redevelopment measure due to having preferable data over different partners.  
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Various issues like data imbalance and externalities make government huger, 

and government oversight is fundamental for adapt to such issues [12]. The 

recovery of Brownfield locales is frequently not serious with Greenfield 

destinations without public intervention [13]. Nowadays, the manageability 

boundaries utilized by originators and numerous districts have gone from 

ecological plan to proportions of monetary and social achievement, all 

encouraging a great of life in new metropolitan settings. The multi-layered 

advantages of redeveloping Brownfield locales have been concentrated in 

various works, going from the particular specialized advantages to economic 

and social benefits [14]. This paper presents a structure for evaluating the 

manageability of Brownfield improvements, conceived to explain the 

partners in land reuse and establish how supportability can be accomplished 

on reused sites. [15]. A green space project incorporates those for 

challenging regional financial development, social consideration, territory 

arrangement or with the end goal of restoring a previous land utilize 

following the suspension of landfill activity [16].The exploration depends on 

organized meetings with an assortment of partners, including engineers, 

organizers, advisors and local area agents to feature arising best practice and 

related strategy implications. [17]. A Brownfield site is any land or premises 

which has recently been utilized or created and isn't presently completely being 

used, despite the fact that it could be mostly involved or used. It might likewise be 

empty, abandoned or defiled. A Brownfield site isn't accessible for immediate use 

without intervention [18]. As there was no practical and conservative approach to 

re-establish every one of the contaminated destinations to their unique condition, 

the legitimate term "Brownfield" was instituted with an end goal to eliminate the 

shame related with sullied locales for showcasing purposes and to introduce a 

metropolitan picture to such locales. Also, this investigation characterizes a 

Brownfield supportability file (BSI) that assesses the proportion of net outer 

advantages and net financial advantages. [19]. 

 

3. Methodology 
 

Srivilliputhur is a town and a Municipality in Virudhunagar district in 

Tamil Nadu. It is also a very densely populated town and it’s famous for 

Andal Temple. Our goal is to identify problem faced by local people, tourist 

who visit Town during festival periods and people who comes for Vacation, 

and to give a suggestion to improve the current statics. We have founded a 

pond Thiruparkadal which has not been used by people for ages. 

Thiruparkadal is a pond which is nearer to Andal Temple which can be 

transformed into beautiful or healthier or convenient place for Local people. 

To make Thiruparkadal better place for people we need to start identifying 

what the town lags and what people need in place of Thiruparkadalis not easy 

come to conclusion directly to fix an idea As we know people mentality is 

unpredictable everyone have unique taste, this problem can be solved by 

asking opinion from public who resides in Srivilliputhur. Opinion of people 

can be collected in form of questionnaire survey from different age groups, 

professions,gender. 
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After collecting survey, we get to understand people’s thoughts of 

Thiruparkadal and we can satisfy their needs, survey can help us to estimate 

need of construction area required in Thiruparkadal. We must check and 

verify the suggestion of people accordingly whether it’s possible practically 

and economically. After this comes the hardest part first is to calculate the 

whole area and perimeter of Thiruparkadal and to decide how much area are 

we going to use for town planning after that to prepare a plan for 

construction work according to demand of people of Srivilliputhur. Next is to 

produce an estimation based on materials based on the project needs and the 

cash flow. As we know money is a key factor in Community Service Project 

if the project has no profit then it’s useless when implemented so it should be 

wise as price of construction should be affordable and meaningful. 

Payback period which plays a major role as the term say in capital 

budgeting refers to the time required to recoup the funds expended in an 

investment, or to reach the break-even point or the length of time required for 

an investment to recover its initial outlay in terms of profits or savings. No 

one will inverse for free always main objective of any civil engineering 

project is to achieve profit so it is critical to estimate profit and rents which 

can be collected from people who wants to access area and the period of time 

required to attain profit can be calculated by rough maths calculation. In last 

phase evaluate completely weather the project is attainable and useful to 

local residence of Srivilliputhur and to check the plan and estimation toughly 

and by discussing with many resourceful person and final step is to prepare a 

proposal of plan, budget, payback period along with the survey collected 

from local people to Srivilliputhur Municipality. 

 

4. Data Collection 
 

For the duration of an extended-time period, technique of collecting and 

measuring records on centered variables, which then allows one to answer 

relevant questions and evaluate consequences known as records series. 

statistics collection may be a component of research altogether fields of study 

which include bodily and social sciences, humanities, and business. whilst 

methods range through subject, the pressure on ensuring accurate and sincere 

series remains an equivalent. fundamental intention of facts collection is to 

seize quality evidence that allows evaluation to steer to the formulation of 

convincing and credible answers to the questions which might be requested. 

a proper statistics series technique is important because it ensures that the 

facts accumulated is each defined and correct. This manner, subsequent 

selections supported arguments embodied in the findings are made the usage 

of valid information. Our case data to be gathered is to find area of 

Thiruparkadal which is situated nearer to municipal office using GPS or 

GNSS and questionnaire which should be taken from tourist and mainly local 

residence of Srivilliputhur. 
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4.1 Surveying 
 

Technique adopted with the aid of civil engineers in determining the 

terrestrial or 3-dimensional positions of points and for that reason measuring 

the distances and angles between them referred to as Surveying or land 

surveying [20]. A land surveying expert is called a land surveyor. these 

factors are usually at the surface of the sector, and that they may be 

frequently wont to set up maps and limits for possession, locations, like 

constructing corners or the floor vicinity of subsurface capabilities, or other 

purposes. Surveyors paintings with elements of geometry, trigonometry, 

multivariate evaluation, physics, engineering, metrology, programming 

languages, and therefore the regulation. total stations, theodolites, GNSS or 

GPS, 3D scanners, radios, clinometer, hand held capsules, virtual tiers, 

subsurface locators, drones, GIS, and surveying software are used as device 

of surveying. Surveying has been a thing within the improvement of the 

human environment because the begin of recorded records. The making plans 

and execution of most forms of creation require it. it's also applied in 

transport, communications, mapping, and consequently the definition of 

prison boundaries for land possession. it is a essential device for studies in 

lots of different scientific disciplines. 

 

4.2 GPS or GNSS 
 

US branch of Defense evolved and are maintained GPS or worldwide 

Positioning device. Many different nations have started evolved comparable 

satellite TV for pc-based navigation structures because the introduction of 

GPS, just like the Russian Glonass, Chinese BeiDou and European Galelio. 

contemporary reviewing GPS gear, and raised smart phones, right now are 

prepared to apply more than one framework therefore expanding the amount 

of satellites 'noticeable' at every individual time [21]. Having the option to 

arrive at these additional satellites improves dependability and precision. to 

separate gear utilizing various satellite designs the time-frame worldwide 

Navigation satellite television for pc framework (GNSS) is frequently 

utilized in inclination to GPS. these additional satellites upgrade 

dependability and precision.to differentiate gadget making use of more than 

one satellite TV for pc structures the term international Navigation satellite 

TV for pc machine (GNSS) is frequently used rather than GPS. 

 
4.3 Surveying with GPS  

 

GPS turned into hastily tailored for surveying, due to the fact it is able to 

provide a foothold (range, Longitude and top) immediately, without the need 

to remain points and distances among moderate components. Study oversee 

could now be introduced almost all over the place and it were handiest 

imperative to have a straightforward perspective on the sky therefore the sign  
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from the GPS satellites could be gotten really.GPS has similitudes in a 

couple of approaches to the Trilateration and EDM some time ago 

referenced, other than that the perceived positions are currently the GPS 

satellites (and their circles) 20,000 km in region Shown in Figure 1. The 

device and figurings are amazingly convoluted; other than the individual the 

methodology is regularly very basic. The GPS collector almost straight away 

works out its job (scope, Longitude and top) with a vulnerability of some of 

meters, from the records broadcast by the satellites. This records incorporates 

a characterize of the satellites changing capacity (its orbit) and therefore the 

time the data turned into transmitted. 

 

Figure 1 Google Maps 

 

With help of GPS or GNNS we have founded the area and perimeter of 

Thiruparkadal which is 300,000sq.ft/apx and 2,160ft/apx. 

 
4.4 Questionnaire Survey 
 

Questionnaire is nothing but a set of questions for enquires which in turn 

expecting information from respondents. Comparing to other kinds of 

surveys, questionnaires has many advantages as it is cheap, low cost, most of 

the time the answers are similar so that it is easy to compile information and 

to come to a solution.  But sometimes they are the disadvantages too. But the 

number respondents should be higher in order to accomplish good results. 

Questions should be framed logically, as it has many responses. It should  
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contain all the small to large details about the topic. There normally might be 

a flow that should be followed while building a survey concerning the 

request that the inquiries are imposed. 

Basic rules forquestionnaire:  

• Aim to get an open answer 

• Aim for one item of construct. 

• Use more positive statements 

• Use easy word to understand by all the members of the team.  

• Use good English, grammar and punctuation. 

• Avoid repeated questions 

• Questions must be in general. 

  

By the rules mentioned above questionnaire are prepared with parameters 

such as Name, Age, Gender and occupation. The questions are formed 

accordingly to ask people their opinion of Thiruparkadal and what would 

they prefer over Thiruparkadal. These questionnaires are circulated to local 

residence of Srivilliputhur asked them to fill their thoughts. 

 

5. Data Analysis 
  

Process of examining, re-establishing, and adjusting and modify 

information with the objective of investigating helpful data and support 

spreading the word about judgment as information analysis. Information 

examination has different approaches, and methods under a spread of names, 

and is utilized in a few contracts, science, and science spaces. In the present, 

information analysis plan part in settling on choices more logical and 

assisting arranging with working adequately. The cycle of information 

investigation alludes to breaking an entire into its different parts for singular 

assessment. Information analysis could likewise be a cycle peak acquiring 

information and converting it into data by clients. Information gathered in 

previous stage is utilized to arrange. From the data collected from 

questionnaire survey plan should be drafted According to People needs this 

plan should be attainable and it should satisfy people’s needs in beauty or 

health or convenience. A survey conducted to measure the area of 

Thiruparkadal which comes approximately equal to 300,000sq.ft. Most of the 

people complain there are no parking facility nearer to Andal Temple so they 

have to park their vehicles on rode or they have to park their cars miles away 

and to take walk to temple and also people of locality feels there is a need for 

play park for children and some people want to have relaxation sport since 

there aren’t any in Srivilliputhur only few of the tourist are interested in 

boating facility in Thiruparkadal. During Andal Temple festival period water 

is drawn from Thiruparkadal for temple needs so we should consider that 

factor into account. As per the request of many people we should leave some 

portion of Thiruparkadal for the use of Andal Temple and by compiling all 

the responses of each of every people we came to conclusion of giving idea  
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 of constructing play park, parking facility, relaxation area and shops By 

accomplishing this task we can increase the usage of Thiruparkadal to 

maximum extent and we can earn profit over it. Material availability plays 

amajor role in this kind project we must calculate the material required for 

this project and to estimate the quantity of materials required for total 

completion of the project, also to estimate the cost of Material should be 

listed and analysed accordingly before starting estimation process. 

 

5.1 Plan & Estimation 
 

5.1.1. Plan 
 

Town arranging might be a future-situated interaction that includes 

deciding an objective or vision for each region of land and managing current 

turn of events and land use to understand the predetermined results. The 

principal objective of planning is to ensure that the occasion that happens is 

as per the prerequisites, character, convenience and vision of the town, area 

or country. The subsequent goal is to ensure every town; area or country 

satisfies present needs for land and holds the ability to oblige future 

necessities. Town and nation arranging (likewise called town arranging) is so 

named on the grounds that it's regulated both in developed territories and in 

'lacking' rural zones. Arranging works by anticipating and dealing with the 

changed effects of each development. It includes social, economic, Climatic 

results of an area and evaluating whether improvement will affect on these 

decided. Considerations include: likely Impacts on general wellbeing security 

and convenience; on regular habitats and frameworks: encompassing streets 

and traffic.As per the public suggestion we have planned to prepare a plan 

which consist parking facility as requested by people since there are no 

parking facility nearer to temple and as per local people suggestion we are 

planning to arrange children’s park and walking lane for people who want to 

walk, also we are planning to arrange 6 shops in centre so people who visit 

parks can enjoy shopping and food stock in Thiruparkadal, restroom are also 

provided. Plan is drafted in auto cad software as per mentioned conditions 

and it required almost 224,473.62sq. ft shown in Figure 2 to satisfy all the 

condition mentioned above as per our plan. This plan is suggested according 

to needs of people who reside in Srivilliputhur. 
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Figure 2 Proposed plan  

5.1.2. Area Measurement 

 Total Circular Area of Proposal   :224,473.62sq. ft 

 Total Circular Area of Gravel Filling  :96,712sq. ft 

 Total Circular Area of Plain Cement Concrete Laying  :72,436sq. ft 

 Total Area Required for Construct the Shops  :2,400sq. ft 

 Total Circular Area Required for Garden/Lawn  :96,712sq. ft 
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 Circular Area of Walking Lane     :24, 29sq.ft 

 Total Circular Area of water Circulation   :72,436sq. ft 

 Total Area Allotted for Parking Arrangements: 55,325sq. ft (Includes the 

Restroom for all) 

  

5.2. Cost Estimation 

 

An important point of cost estimate is that to predict the cost of a 

building. Knowing what is the need of the Cost estimator and processing a 

detailed estimate of cost. For any new projects and old transforming projects 

costhas to be estimated before the start up. As this is considered as the great 

risks in construction, the clients and builders should plan expenditure before 

proceeding to the work. Once it is pre planned there is no cost and time 

overrun also no failure of projects. Clients who make the multiple cost 

estimates must include cost estimate by all the team members. By 

considering all the circumstances, the project owner should allocate a cost 

estimate accordingly. An estimate is prepared only after considering the 

engineers and architects by allotting the scope and budget of the project. The 

advantage of a cost estimate is not only saving the money but also not over 

paying. The basic of earned value management, a project management 

techniques would track the project time and cost. An catastrophic in cost 

overrun occurs mainly due to the failure of pre planning of cost estimate. Yet 

a project may fail or overrun due to many reasons but a good estimator 

would consider all the following reasons and plan accordingly.  

Most common factors of price estimate are: 

• Planning quality 

• Based on the estimator 

• Based on estimator’s experience 

• The tool the estimator uses 

 

One of the foremost crucial components of the development process, 

construction cost estimating is that the process of  

5.2.1. Cost for Constructing the Above Area 

 Estimated amount for Gravel filling: Rs.13,50,000/apx 

 Estimated Amount for Laying PlainCementConcrete: Rs.21,60,000/apex 

 Estimated Amount for ConstructingtheShops: Rs.43,20,000/apx (With 

seatingArrangements) 
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 Estimated Amount forMakingGarden/Lawn: Rs.48,60,000/apx (With Stone 

Benches etc….) 

 Estimated Amount Laying Paving bricks on Walking Lane: 

Rs.28,80,000/apx 

 Estimated Amount for making the Water circulating 

Lane with All SafetyMeasures taken: Rs.39, 60,000/apx 

 Estimated Amount For Parking Area Arrangements and 

Restroom for all: Rs.50, 40,000/apx  

5.2.2. Abstract Estimate  

 Gravel Filling     : Rs. 13,50,000/apx 

 Laying P.C.C     : Rs...21,60,000/apx 

 Construction of Shop    : Rs.43,20,000/apx 

 Making of Garden/Lawn    :Rs.48,60,000/apx 

 Making of Walking Lane   : Rs.28,80,000/apx 

 Making of Water Circulating Lane  : Rs.44,00,000/apx 

 Parking Area Arrangements    : Rs.50,40,000/apx 

Total Amount for overall construction Area: Rs. 2, 45, 70,000/apx – 

 

5.3. Payback Period 

 

Payback of capital budget is very simple. The initial investment of the 

capital project  is payed back in one year is called cash flows of project. 

Now, the capital project is nothing but the buying new or replacing new 

building or any portion replacement. Mostly a payback cut off is set down. 

For example, if the pay back comes in under three years, the firm would 

purchase the invest with in the project. If it prolongs four years, it might not, as it 

exceeds the target of the payback period. Calculation of Payback Period For 

small period of time, the payback is: 

 

PaybackPeriod= (Investment/Annual Project Profit) 

The net yearly money inflow is the investment creates cash every year. 

In any case, if this investment was a substitution  like a replacement machine 

at that point the yearly money inflow become the gradual net yearly money 

fiow from the investement . The project's payback occurs before the income 

turns positive.If we suggest that collection rent of Rs.5500 per month of each 

shop, Entrance fee of Rs.7 and charge Rs.15 for two wheeler and price of 30 

per cars and buses and small fee of Rs.25 for enjoying park. For every 5 

years cost of rent and fees is to be increased by 30% to earn the investment 

amount and profit with a payback period of 10 years. Economy of the 
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country changes every year so as the Actual investment so it is necessary to 

calculate future value of Actual investment. Table 1 describes rent fee after 

for first 5 years based on the future value. 

Future Value=Present value x (1+r) n r r=rate of interest=4.5 

n=number of Years=10 

 

Future Value =24570000 x (1+0.045) ^10 Future Value =Rs.39000000/Apx 

Table 1Rents Fee after for first 5 years  

 

For First 5 Years 

 Person 

visits 

 

Price 
profit per 

day 

profit per 5 

year 

shop(6) For First 5 Years 5500/month 1980000 

Park 130 25 3250 5931250 

Bike 95 15 1425 2600625 

car &buss 75 30 2250 4106250 

Entrance 200 7 1400 2555000 

Total Income in 5 years = 17173125 

maintenance cost= 600000 

total profit in 5 years= 16573125 

  

Table2 By increasing Rents Fee after 5 years by 30% 

 

for Next 5 years 

 Person 

visits 

 

price 

profit per 

day 

profit per 5 

year 

shop(6) For Next 5 Years 7150/month 2574000 

Park 130 35 4550 8303750 

Bike 95 20 1900 3467500 

Car &bus  

75 

 

40 

 

3000 

 

5475000 

Entrance 200 10 2000 3650000 

Total Income in 5 years = 23470250 

maintenance cost= 780000 

total profit in next 5 years= 22690250 
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 Table 3Total Income with profit analysis  

Total Income in 10 years= 39263375 

Total Project Cost= 24570000 

Future value of investment in 10 years= 39000000 

Profit after investment in 10 years = 263375 

 

From the above data we can conclude that our initial investment can be 

acquired in payback period of 10 years with profit. 

 6 Result & Discussion  

1. Our main objective of creating a better place out of Thiruparkadal can be 

achieved. 

2. A Circular Potion of 224,473.62sq. ft of land is required for construction 

of parking, shops and children’s park with a cool relaxation place. 

3. With help of our project, we can increase the economy of Srivilliputhur 

town. 

4. Total project cost comes nearly around Rs. 2, 45, 70,000/apex which can 

be retrieved within 10 years of payback with profit. 

5. All the requirements of public were satisfied accordingly. 

If this project is implemented Thiruparkadal would become a useful place 

and people would start visiting place and economy of place surrounding 

place of Thiruparkadal will increase. 

      7 Conclusion  

In this community service project, we have identified Thiruparkadal a 

pond situated at Srivilliputhur, Virudhunagar District. Based on the 

questionnaire and preliminary visit on that pond, we have consolidated the 

actual requirements of that community people. People of Srivilliputhur 

suggested that of having vehicle parking, children’ park along with cool 

resting place. Area of Thiruparkadal was founded with GPS or GNSS 

services which come around 300,000sq.ft. We have planned to give an idea of 

converting 224,473.62sq.ft of  Thiruparkadal into a better place with vehicle 

parking, children’ park resting place and also we planned to arrange 6 shops 

so people who visit parks can enjoy shopping and food stocks. Total project 

estimation comes around Rs. 2, 45, 70,000/apx. We also suggest collecting 

rents from shops and parking facility and small fees for person who visits 

park. By the way the initial investment can be obtained with profit in 10 years 
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of payback period. If this project is implemented in future economy of 

Srivilliputhur will increase. 
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